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Computer-Aided Simulation in Railway Dynamics
1987-10-01

computer aided simulation in railway dynamics defines simulation models and shows how
simulation results can be used

Design and Simulation of Rail Vehicles
2014-05-13

keep up with advancements in the field of rail vehicle design a thorough understanding
of the issues that affect dynamic performance as well as more inventive methods for
controlling rail vehicle dynamics is needed to meet the demands for safer rail vehicles
with higher speed and loads design and simulation of rail vehicles examines the field
of rail vehicle design maintenance and modification as well as performance issues
related to these types of vehicles this text analyzes rail vehicle design issues and
dynamic responses describes the design and features of rail vehicles and introduces
methods that address the operational conditions of this complex system progresses from
basic concepts and terminology to detailed explanations and techniques focused on both
non powered and powered rail vehicles freight and passenger rolling stock locomotives
and self powered vehicles used for public transport this book introduces the problems
involved in designing and modeling all types of rail vehicles it explores the
applications of vehicle dynamics train operations and track infrastructure maintenance
it introduces the fundamentals of locomotive design multibody dynamics and longitudinal
train dynamics and discusses co simulation techniques it also highlights recent
advances in rail vehicle design and contains applicable standards and acceptance tests
from around the world includes multidisciplinary simulation approaches contains an
understanding of rail vehicle design and simulation techniques establishes the
connection between theory and many simulation examples presents simple to advanced rail
vehicle design and simulation methodologies design and simulation of rail vehicles
serves as an introductory text for graduate or senior undergraduate students and as a
reference for practicing engineers and researchers investigating performance issues
related to these types of vehicles

Simulation of Railroad Operations
1966

with the increasing demands for safer freight trains operating with higher speed and
higher loads it is necessary to implement methods for controlling longer heavier trains
this requires a full understanding of the factors that affect their dynamic performance
simulation techniques allow proposed innovations to be optimised before introducing
them into the operational railway environment coverage is given to the various types of
locomotives used with heavy haul freight trains along with the various possible
configurations of those trains this book serves as an introductory text for college
students and as a reference for engineers practicing in heavy haul rail network design

Design and Simulation of Heavy Haul Locomotives and Trains
2016-10-03



real time simulations of the behaviour of a rail vehicle require realistic solutions of
the wheel rail contact problem which can work in a real time mode examples of such
solutions for the online mode have been well known and are implemented within standard
and commercial tools for the simulation codes for rail vehicle dynamics this book is
the result of the research activities carried out by the railway technology lab of the
department of mechanical and aerospace engineering at politecnico di torino this book
presents work on the project for the development of a real time wheel rail contact
model and provides the simulation results obtained with dspace real time hardware
besides this the implementation of the contact model for the development of a real time
model for the complex mechatronic system of a scaled test rig is presented in this book
and may be useful for the further validation of the real time contact model with
experiments on a full scale test rig

Mechatronic Modeling of Real-Time Wheel-Rail Contact
2013-03-15

handbook of railway vehicle dynamics second edition provides expanded fully updated
coverage of railway vehicle dynamics with chapters by international experts this work
surveys the main areas of rolling stock and locomotive dynamics through mathematical
analysis and numerous practical examples it builds a deep understanding of the wheel
rail interface suspension and suspension component design simulation and testing of
electrical and mechanical systems and interaction with the surrounding infrastructure
and noise and vibration topics added in the second edition include magnetic levitation
rail vehicle aerodynamics and advances in traction and braking for full trains and
individual vehicles

Handbook of Railway Vehicle Dynamics, Second Edition
2019-11-14

simulation methods are widely used in the field of railway planning and operations
however the various tools are all lacking with respect to the standards they utilise as
well as their published interfaces for an end user the basic mechanism and the
assumptions built into a simulation tool are unknown which means that the true
potential of these software tools is limited one of the most critical issues is the
lack of the ability of users to define a sophisticated workflow integrated in several
rounds of simulation with adjustable parameters and settings this book develops and
describes a user based customisable platform as the preconditions of the platform the
design aspects for modelling the components of a railway system and building the
workflow of railway simulation are elaborated in detail based on the model and the
workflow an integrated simulation platform with open interfaces is developed users and
researchers gain the ability to rapidly develop their own algorithms supported by the
tailored simulation process in a flexible manner the productivity of using simulation
tools for further evaluation and optimisation will be significantly improved through
the user adaptable open interfaces

Neues verkehrswissenschaftliches Journal - Ausgabe 26
2018-10-25

understanding the dynamics of railway vehicles and indeed of the entire vehicle track



system is critical to ensuring safe and economical operation of modern railways as the
challenges of higher speed and higher loads with very high levels of safety require
ever more innovative engineering solutions better understanding of the technical issues
a

Handbook of Railway Vehicle Dynamics
2006-05-22

this book on the dynamics of rail vehicles is developed from the manuscripts for a
class with the same name at tu berlin it is directed mainly to master students with pre
knowledge in mathematics and mechanics and engineers that want to learn more the
important phenomena of the running behaviour of rail vehicles are derived and explained
also recent research results and experience from the operation of rail vehicles are
included one focus is the description of the complex wheel rail contact phenomena that
are essential to understand the concept of running stability and curving a reader
should in the end be able to understand the background of simulation tools that are
used by the railway industry and universities today

Railway Timetabling & Operations
2014-09-12

this volume contains the results of the manchester benchmarking exercise for railway
vehicle dynamics simulation packages five of the main computer packages currently used
for this purpose were examined in the exercise and the results are presented in the
form of tables and graphs

Rail Vehicle Dynamics
2016-11-23

dynamics of coupled systems in high speed railways theory and practice presents the
relationship between various coupled systems that can affect train operation including
interaction between track and train the pantograph catenary system and train power
supply system and train and airflow and train with respect to the structure and
characteristics of high speed railway the overall simulation optimization and control
are achieved based on an analysis of the dynamics generated by coupled systems in high
speed trains with a theoretical framework for the dynamics presented in the book
presents the first book available on the dynamics of coupled systems in high speed
trains provides a systematic view of high speed vehicle dynamics covering the issues
that are especially concerned for high speed operations such as high speed pantograph
and catenary aerodynamic characteristics and running stability of high speed trains
covers the optimization of dynamic performance the design of parameters the simulation
of high speed train service processes and the identification of high speed train state
and condition assessment

The Manchester Benchmarks for Rail Vehicle Simulation
2017-11-01

a railway system is a complex system with the assistance of a railway operation control



system railway traffic is managed according to an operation plan during the operation
process especially in railway networks with complex topology and high traffic flow
disturbances are likely to occur which may result in severe deviations of train
movements from the pre designed operation plan once conflicts have occurred or
potential conflicts between trains have been detected suitable dispatching actions
should be executed to minimize the negative impacts of the disturbances in order to
support dispatchers a dispatching optimization algorithm was developed in this
dissertation in the development of dispatching models two aspects need be considered
modelling of railway operation and the dispatching optimization algorithm the former is
indispensable to accurately assess the impact of disturbances and the latter is
employed to find solutions with minimal impact in order to balance accuracy and
computation complexity a multi scale simulation model was developed in this
dissertation dispatching optimization is a typical combinatorial optimization problem
and exhaustive search becomes impractical when there is a large set of possible
dispatching solutions to speed up the search a widely used metaheuristic algorithm tabu
search was adopted as the basis of the dispatching optimization algorithm this
dissertation addressed both multi scale simulation and dispatching optimization in
railway operation

OpenTrack
2003

this work reconstructs the history of fare policy in the european passenger railway
industry and integrates behavioural pricing theory into an agent based simulation model
for railway revenue management the model is employed to conduct artificial experiments
on fare innovations it represents supply and demand on a transport market including car
traffic and is calibrated with empirical data of an incumbent european railway the
model uses a combination of marketing concepts dynamics in time and social interaction
of consumers to analyse revenue effects of different pricing options this book provides
insights for readers interested in the commercial aspects of transportation history
furthermore it is directed at researchers interested in pricing theory and the
simulation method it is also a rich source of information for practitioners in the
revenue management branches of transport enterprises

Dynamics of Coupled Systems in High-Speed Railways
2019-11-25

this book focuses on selected research problems of contemporary railways the first
chapter is devoted to the prediction of railways development in the nearest future the
second chapter discusses safety and security problems in general precisely from the
system point of view in the third chapter both the general approach and a particular
case study of a critical incident with regard to railway safety are presented in the
fourth chapter the question of railway infrastructure studies is presented which is
devoted to track superstructure in the fifth chapter the modern system for the
technical condition monitoring of railway tracks is discussed the compact on board
sensing device is presented the last chapter focuses on modeling railway vehicle
dynamics using numerical simulation where the dynamical models are exploited



Railway Timetabling & Operations
2014-09-12

this book studies the simulation of wireless networking in the domain of intelligent
transportation systems its involving aircraft railway and vehicular communication on
this subject particular focus is placed on effective communication channels mobility
modeling multi technology simulation and global its simulation frameworks networking
simulation for intelligent transportation systems addresses the mixing of ieee802 11p
and lte into a dedicated simulation environment as well as the links between its and
iot aeronautical mobility and vhd data link vdl simulation virtual co simulation for
railway communication and control command realistic channel simulation mobility
modeling and autonomic simulation for vanet and quality metrics for vanet the authors
intend for this book to be as useful as possible to the reader as they provide examples
of methods and tools for running realistic and reliable simulations in the domain of
communications for its

The Simulation of DC Railway System Using Simulink and
Matlab
2001

the book comprises a number of research papers presented at several computers in
railways conferences it has been compiled by ingo a hansen president of the
international association of railway operations research iaror and comprises selected
papers originating from different countries such as denmark france germany japan italy
netherlands sweden and switzerland the papers give an overview of the current state of
the art analytical approaches methods and simulation tools for the modelling and
analysis of network timetables the distribution of train delays and real time
rescheduling of perturbed operations the topics include e g railway capacity estimation
according to the uic norm 406 train punctuality analysis based on standard track
occupation and clearance data and boarding alighting and distribution of passengers
along suburban trains as well as fast recognition and resolution of conflicts between
train movements in case of disturbances by means of real time speed adaptation re
ordering or re routing the book can serve as an introduction to the theory of railway
traffic timetable design operations analysis simulation safety and control for master
and phd students from engineering faculties and professionals working in the railway
industry

Neues verkehrswissenschaftliches Journal - Ausgabe 18
2017-08-18

this book presents cutting edge theories techniques and methodologies in the
multidisciplinary field of high speed railways sharing the revealing insights of elite
scholars from china the uk and japan it demonstrates the achievements that have been
made regarding high speed rail technologies in china from all aspects while also
providing a macro level comparative study of related technologies in different
countries the book offers a valuable resource for researchers engineers industrial
practitioners graduate students and professionals in the fields of vehicles traction
power supplies materials and infrastructure



Searching for a path out of distance fares
2018-08-29

this unique and up to date work surveys the use of mechatronics in rail vehicles
notably traction braking communications data sharing and control the results include
improved safety comfort and fuel efficiency mechatronic systems are a key element in
modern rail vehicle design and operation starting with an overview of mechatronic
theory the book covers such topics as modeling of mechanical and electrical systems for
rail vehicles open and closed loop control systems sensors actuators and
microprocessors modern simulation techniques and examples are included throughout the
book numerical experiments and developed models for railway application are presented
and explained case studies are used alongside practical examples to ensure that the
reader can apply mechatronic theory to real world conditions these case studies include
modeling of a hybrid locomotive and simplified models of railway vehicle lateral
dynamics for suspension control studies rail vehicle mechatronics provides current and
in depth content for design engineers operations managers systems engineers and
technical consultants working with freight passenger and urban transit railway systems
worldwide

Railway Research
2015-12-16

originating from presentations at the 17th international conference on railway
engineering design and operation this volume contains selected research works on the
topic it is important to continue to update the use of advanced systems by promoting
general awareness throughout the management design manufacture and operation of
railways and other emerging passenger freight and transit systems the included papers
help to facilitate this goal and place a key focus on the applications of computer
systems in advanced railway engineering these research studies will be of interest to
all those involved in the development of railways including managers consultants
railway engineers designers of advanced train control systems and computer specialists

Simulation, Test and Performance Evaluation of Railway
Control Strategies and Algorithms
2014

this book contains the 14th proceedings of the very successful international conference
on railway engineering design and optimization comprail 2014 which began in 1987
encouraging the update and use of advanced systems the book promotes their general
awareness throughout the business management design manufacture and operation of
railways and other emerging passenger freight and transit systems it particularly
emphasises the use of computer systems in advanced railway engineering topics covered
include timetable planning computer techniques and simulations actual train control
operations quality risk management planning monitoring and maintenance energy supply
and consumption communications and signalling rescheduling safety and security railway
vehicle dynamics driverless and automatic train operation



Investigation Into Track Parameters for Simulation of
Electrified Railway Systems
1993

railway vehicles approval testing acceptance approval performance testing performance
equipment safety dynamic testing mathematical calculations railway track wheels railway
equipment railway applications

Networking Simulation for Intelligent Transportation
Systems
2017-04-24

containing the proceedings of the thirteenth international conference on design and
operation in railway engineering this book presents the latest developments in the use
of computer based techniques in the design and operation of railways the comprail
conference series serves as the forum for major advances in this important field the
book covers such topics as advanced train control planning timetable planning
rescheduling risk management safety and security maglev and high speed railways traffic
control and safety of high speed railways metro and other transit systems
communications and signalling energy supply and consumption driverless and automatic
train operation operations quality computer techniques and simulations railway vehicle
dynamics dynamics and wheel rail interface monitoring and maintenance crack damage and
fatigue problems the book will be of interest to railway managers consultants railway
engineers including signal and control engineers designers of advanced train control
systems and computer specialists

Timetable Planning and Information Quality
2010

railway engineering railway equipment railway electric traction equipment electric
current current collecting equipment simulation traction current collecting devices
overhead contact lines railway applications

Simulation Based Hybrid Model for a Partially Automatic
Dispatching of Railway Operation
2010

this book promotes the use of mathematical optimization and operations research methods
in rail transportation the editors assembled thirteen contributions from leading
scholars to present a unified voice standardize terminology and assess the state of the
art there are three main clusters of articles corresponding to the classical stages of
the planning process strategic tactical and operational these three clusters are
further subdivided into five parts which correspond to the main phases of the railway
network planning process network assessment capacity planning timetabling resource
planning and operational planning individual chapters cover simulation capacity
assessment network design train routing robust timetabling event scheduling track
allocation blocking shunting rolling stock crew scheduling dispatching delay



propagation

China's High-Speed Rail Technology
2017-12-15

this volume contains special contributions presented at the 14th international
conference on railway engineering design and operation comprail 14 held in rome it is a
companion to the volume containing most of the contributions vol 135 of wit
transactions on the built environment and comprises papers presented orally during the
conference encouraging the update and use of advanced systems the book promotes their
general awareness throughout the management design manufacture and operation of
railways and other emerging passenger freight and transit systems it particularly
emphasises the use of computer systems in advanced railway engineering the book
consists of five sections covering planning computer techniques and simulations energy
supply and consumption monitoring and control safety and security

Rail Vehicle Mechatronics
2021-12-08

Simulation Based Hybrid Model for a Partially Automatic
Dispatching of Railway Operation
2010

Probabilistic Simulation of a Railway Timetable
2020

Linear and Non-linear Railway Track Models for Simulation
of Track Respones
2002

Railway Engineering Design & Operation
2021-03-10

Computers in Railways XIV
2014-06-24



Metaheuristic-based Dispatching Optimization Integrated in
Multi-scale Simulation Model of Railway Operation
2017

A Simulation Model for the Melbourne Underground Railway
Loop Operation
1992

Railway Capacity Analysis
2015

Railway Applications. Testing and Simulation for the
Acceptance of Running Characteristics of Railway Vehicles.
Running Behaviour and Stationary Tests
1916-04-30

Computers in Railways XIII
2013

Fatigue Life Evaluation of Railway Vehicle Bogies Using an
Integrated Dynamic Simulation
1993

Deadlock Avoidance and Detection in Railway Simulation
System
2013

Railway Applications. Current Collection Systems.
Validation of Simulation of the Dynamic Interaction
Between Pantograph and Overhead Contact Line
2002-10-11



Handbook of Optimization in the Railway Industry
2018-03-01

Computers in Railways XIV Special Contributions
2014-10-31
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